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(54) Configuring a sound field

(57) The present invention relates to a method and
system for dynamic reconfiguring an audio reproduction
system comprising two or more sound channels. The
premises of the reconfiguring are being based on the
position of one or more listeners and the one or more
sound channels in the reproduction system. The feature

obtained is a sound distribution into individual zones of
sound fields.

The reconfiguring means are based on a digital sig-
nal processor that configures the sound channels by ad-
justing the equalization, the delay and the gain according
to individual listener’s position in a room/�space.
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Description

Field of the Invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to a method and system for dynamic reconfiguring an audio reproduction system
comprising two or more sound channels. The premises of the reconfiguring are being based on the position of one or
more listeners and the one or more sound channels in the reproduction system. The feature obtained is a sound distribution
into individual zones of sound fields.
�[0002] The invention includes digital signal processing, sound transducers, filters and amplifier configurations to be
applied in surround sound systems and traditional stereophonic system, and to be applied in any domain like a home,
in a vehicle, in a boat, in an airplane, in an office or in any other private or public domain, this being airports, shopping
centres, sports arenas and theatres, i.e. in a PA system.

Background of the Invention

�[0003] It is a well known problem in prior art loudspeaker systems operating in closed rooms/ �spaces e.g. a car, that
the sound expired by the user may vary according to the listeners position in a space relative to the loudspeaker system
transducers.
�[0004] Furthermore systems have been developed for simplistic sound distribution, for example for use inside rooms
or cars. The systems detect the configuration of the space and the presence of listeners, and reconfigure the sound
output according to the number of listeners and their position relative to the loudspeakers. Such systems are disclosed
in US2007/0211908, US2004/0240676 and DE102004022379.

Object of the Invention

�[0005] Thus to obtain a certain perceived quality level of a loudspeaker system, e.g. in a car, the individual sound
channels incorporating one or more loudspeaker modules must be calibrated and adjusted individually and according
to the number of persons in the car, and their position in the space e.g. their seated positions.
�[0006] This principle may be applied in any type of room like airplanes, boats, theatres, arenas, and shopping centres
and alike.
�[0007] In the public domain applications it would be a huge advantage to direct the sound fields primarily into zones
where people are located and /or seated, this to avoid acoustical reflections from distributed speakers in areas where
no people are located.

Description of the Invention

�[0008] The invention discloses a surround sound system where different sound settings may be enabled via digital
signal processing means controlling the individual sound channels parameters e.g. the equalization (filters), the delay,
the gain (amplification). The premise for the control is based upon the listener’s position in the listening room/�space.
�[0009] In a more advanced embodiment of the invention the control and sound setting may work in a contextual mode
of operation to accommodate for:�

• the position of the one or more listeners;
• a functional mode of operation, e.g. adjust the sound system settings to be in movie mode;
• the type of music, e.g. rock;
• the time of the day; e.g. morning/day/�night/ �Christmas etc.

�[0010] The invention discloses a solution that in an automatically mode of operation may fulfil the stated requirements
and solve the related technical problems.
�[0011] In summary the invention includes:�

• sensor means to detect a listener position;
• a mode of operation related to a user position or a required function;
• Information available according to context (place, time and music content);
• multi channel sound system, e.g. two channels stereo, a 5.1 surround sound system;
• digital controlled sound system e,�g. digital control of gain, equalization and delay;
• active speakers including amplifiers and filters for each loudspeaker transducer.
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�[0012] The digital control of the sound system is based on standard means for:�

• gain: adjust the signal by a certain level, i.e. + /- xx dB, e.g. +0.1 dB;
• delay: the signal is delayed by a specific time, i.e. yy ms, e.g. 100 ms;
• EQ: the signal is filtered according to the Finite Impulse Response principle (FIR) or the signal is filtered according

to the Infinite Impulse Response principle (iiR); a number of coefficients are specified; the number of parameters
typically to be from 1 -> 1000.

�[0013] The invention may be implemented in different embodiments, in which the alternative reconfiguring procedures
may be implemented as:�

• a traditional algorithm in terms of a sequential software program in which the values of the resulting adjustment
parameters are embedded in the code itself; the algorithm validates according to a specified system structure of an
actual loudspeaker configuration;

• a table based concept in which one or more tables defines the attributes to be applied per loudspeaker channel
versus the mode of operation, the listener position and other context related information (e.g. time).

�[0014] In a first aspect of the invention a method for automatic reconfiguring an audio reproduction system comprising
two or more sound channels where the reconfiguring has the steps:�

• determine the physical position of one or more listeners,
• apply the physical position as information to select a set of predefined or calculated (in situ) sound parameters, the

set of parameters to include settings for equalization, gain and delay per sound channel,
• optionally apply other context related information to select a set of predefined sound parameters,
• optionally apply other user commanded information to select a set of predefined sound parameters, and
• provide the set of parameters per sound channel accordingly.

�[0015] The fundamental goal of the invention is to enhance the perceived sound quality seen from a listener prospective.
Regardless of the physical position of the loudspeakers, a virtual sound field may be generated and directed so it appears
to be anywhere the listener may desire. This is obtained by adjusting the gain, the delay and the equalization parameters
of the individual sound channels in a multichannel sound system.
�[0016] In another aspect the reconfiguring process validates the position of the one or more users, and/or functional
premises and/or context related premises and or content related premises as part of the reconfiguring of the one or more
sound channels that constitutes the configured loudspeaker system, and where the validation prioritizes the position of
one or more listeners.
�[0017] According to specific requirements of a sound providing system miscellaneous features may be offered and
controlled automatically and/or commanded by the user. The features may be used individually and/or mixed in a way
that accommodates the user’s demands. A predefined combination of sound settings per channel and the functional
options supports the processing. Examples of functional options are:�

• seat priority: driver, all, back, front, centre, left, right etc.;
• a persons physical position: in a room, in a car, in a PA domain etc.;
• zone priority: a zone includes one or more specific sound channels;
• mode priority: movie, music, speech;
• channel mode: stereo, surround sound 5.1, or other multi channel system of any order;
• group of people: one or more listeners in a zone;
• the time of an event.

�[0018] The reconfiguring process is provided as one or more algorithms to provide the calculation of each of the values
of the sound channel adjustment variables.
�[0019] In a preferred embodiment the reconfiguring process is provided as a table with relations provided to be accessed
by the digital signal processor to provide each of the values of the sound channel adjustment with variables.�
The saved attributes and key parameters are loaded into the reconfiguring means supported by electronic means, means
that is connected wirelessly or connected by wire to the audio reproduction system.
�[0020] In a third aspect of the invention the reconfiguring process provides the settings of the sound parameters; gain,
equalization and delay for one sound channel, to be applied in one sound field zone related to the physical position of
first group of people including one or more listeners.�
To accommodate for the handling of more zones including different groups of people the reconfiguring process provides
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the settings of the sound parameters; gain, equalization and delay for one sound channel, to be applied in one sound
field zone related to the physical position of one or more other groups of people including one or more listeners.
�[0021] In yet another aspect a listener position is detected via standard sensor means like switches or infrared detectors
or strain gauges or temperature sensitive detectors.
�[0022] The configuring process is to be automatically executed and/or controlled by the audio amplifier means, including
a digital signal processor, which drives the loudspeaker system. The reconfiguring means is embedded into an audio
reproduction system.
�[0023] In a preferred embodiment, the reconfiguring is controlled via a table mapping the mode of operation to adjust-
ment parameters for each speaker in every channel or just relevant channels. The adjustment parameters are e.g. but
not limited to: equalization, delay and gain.
�[0024] The table may be represented as one or more data set as most appropriate to the digital controller unit. �
E.g. one data set may contain the relations among:�

• listener position,
• loud speaker channel #,
• parameter settings (EQ, delay, and gain).

�[0025] Another data set may contain the functional/�mode related information like:�

• functional settings (movie, audio only),
• loud speaker channel #,
• parameter settings (EQ, delay, and gain).

�[0026] This table concept is considered to be a data driven control systems, and enables for easy updates of the
functional behaviour of a specific system simply by loading alternative data set into the controller.
�[0027] In addition, the invention includes a constraint Solver, which comprises a table with digital data representing
the constraints of the passenger�(s) position�(s) and related acoustical adjustment, attributes and corresponding variable
values.�
The constraint solver processing enables an arbitrary access mode to information with no order of sequences required.
This is an important advantage over prior art tree-�like programming structure, where the starting point is given by the
root of the tree. Especially, when finding ways from nodes within the tree-�like program to a specific target location in the
tree, it may be obscure with regard to which way to chose, whether backwards or forwards, and the final solution may
be a new start from the root.
�[0028] According to the invention, the product configuration domain table is organized as relations among variables
in the general mathematical notation of ’Disjunctive Form’: �

AttribVariable 1.1 and AttribVariable 1.2 and AttribVariable 1.3 and Attrib Variable 1.n
Or AttribVariable 2.1 and AttribVariable 2.2 and AttribVariable 2.3 and Attrib-�Variable 2.n
Or ....
Or ....
Or AttribVariable m.�1 and AttribVariable m.�2 and AttribVariable m.�3 and AttribVariable m.n

�[0029] For example, AttribVariable 1.1 may be defining a passenger seat position, AttribVariable 1.1 a speaker trans-
ducer unit, AttribVariable 1.3 a speaker system/ �subsystem and AttribVariable 1.n gain value for the transducer unit. In
another example, AttribVariable 2.n may be a reference to another table.
�[0030] An alternatively definition term is the ’Conjunctive Form’:�

AttribVariable 1.1 or AttribVariable 1.2 or AttribVariable 1.3 or AttribVariable 1.n
And AttribVariable 2.1 or AttribVariable 2.2 or AttribVariable 2.3 or AttribVariable 2.n
And ....
And ....
And AttribVariable m.�1 or AttribVariable m.�2 or AttribVariable m.�3 or AttribVariable m.n

�[0031] With this method of defining the problem domain, it becomes a multi-�dimensional state space enabling equal
and direct access to any point in the defined set of solutions. The term multidimensional has to be understood as a
contrast to a tree-�like programming structure, which is two-�dimensional.
�[0032] According to the invention, the product configuration function proceeds by finding the result of the interrogation
in the set of allowed and possible combinations in one or more Configuration Constraint Tables. According to definitions
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made in the configuration constraint tables, the result might be:�

- a list of variables useful in the application e.g. gain, and filter setting i.e. equalization, for the one or more transducers;
- a list of variables useful in the application e.g. delay for the one or more transducers;
- a list of variables useful in the application to configure individual sound domains to related to zone of sound of

targeted to one or more users.

�[0033] Alternative configurations may be evaluated by the constraint solver, the alternatives being one or more of the
defined set of legal combination in the constraint table.�
The example illustrates alternative solutions for x, y when y is given:
�[0034] The: If x Then y may be represented as x -> y
�[0035] With the truth table:�

Given the premise x is ’1’ the conclusion y is ’1’.
Given the conclusion y is ’1’ the premises for x may be ’1’ or ’0’.

Thus, when y is ’1’ the alternative for x are ’1’ or ’0’.
�[0036] Represented in a constraint table the x -> y has the legal combinations of x, y:�

�[0037] Table entries in a constraint table may be combined into legal/�illegal combination such that all the well known
logical operators known from the Boolean algebra will be included as required. The logical operators being: AND, OR,
NOT, XOR, Logical Implication (- �>), Logical Bi-�implication (=).
�[0038] An example of a table definition is displayed below:�

x y x- �>y

0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 0

1 1 1

x y

0 0

0 1
1 1

Mode or position Speaker channel # Other (e.g. time, 
content)

Equalization EQ Delay Gain

Driver 1 p- �val-�d1 q-�val-�d1 r- �val-�d1

2 p- �val-�d2 q-�val-�d2 r- �val-�d2

..... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�dn q-�val-�dn r- �val-�dn

Front 1 p-�val-�f1 q-�val-�f1 r- �val-�f1
2 p- �val-�f2 q-�val-�f2 r- �val-�f2
..... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�fn q-�val-�fn r- �val-�fn

Rear 1 p- �val-�r1 q-�val-�r1 r- �val-�r1
2 p- �val-�r2 q-�val-�r2 r- �val-�r2
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�[0039] Thus in an aspect of the invention the reconfiguring means is embedded into an audio reproduction system.
Thus the system becomes the controller of the re- configuring process that provides a reconfiguration of the system itself.

Description of the Drawing

�[0040] In the following, preferred embodiments of the invention will be described with reference to the drawings wherein:�

Figure 1 displays components that constitute examples of loudspeaker module configurations, that represent one
sound channel configuration;
Figure 2 displays an example of an embodiment of the invention displaying a plurality of sound channels;

�[0041] Figure 1 display components that constitute examples of loudspeaker module configurations related to one
sound channel. �
A loudspeaker transducer unit (1) is the fundamental means that transforms the electrical signal to the sound waves
produced by movements of the membrane of the transducer unit. Any standard transducer unit may be applied in the
invention. �
The characteristics of each loudspeaker transducer unit are determined by measurement and/or from specifications
delivered by the supplier of the unit.
�[0042] In the preferred embodiment an audio reproduction system comprising active sound transducers including an
amplifier (2) is provided for each transducer unit (1). This type of amplifier is e.g. the technology ICEpower from Bang
& Olufsen DK.
�[0043] In a high quality audio reproduction system a dedicated filter means, an equalizer, (3) is provided per amplifier
(2). The means (3) provides a frequency dependent amplification to control the overall gain, which may be regulated up
or down as required. Means for down regulation may be as simple as adjustment of a resistive means serial connected
to the loudspeaker module.
�[0044] To control the sound distribution into individual zones of sound fields the sound delay among channels must
be controlled. In a preferred embodiment the delay (4) is controlled individually per sound channel.
�[0045] Figure 2 displays the example of an audio reproduction system comprising loudspeaker modules configured

(continued)

Mode or position Speaker channel # Other (e.g. time, 
content)

Equalization EQ Delay Gain

..... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�rn q-�val-�rn r- �val-�rn

All 1 p-�val-�a1 q-�val-�a1 r- �val-�a1

2 p- �val-�a2 q-�val-�a2 r- �val-�a2

.... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�an q-�val-�an r- �val-�an

Movie 1 p-�val-�m1 q- �val-�m1 r-�val-�m1

2 p- �val-�m2 q- �val-�m2 r-�val-�m2

..... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�mn q- �val-�mn r-�val-�mn

..... .....

Other 1 p-�val-�o1 q-�val-�o1 r- �val-�o1

2 p- �val-�o2 q-�val-�o2 r- �val-�o2

..... ..... ..... .....

n p- �val-�on q-�val-�on r- �val-�on
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in a multi channel concept e.g. a 5.1 surround sound system.�
In fact any number of channels (22) may be handled; having a corresponding table complex related according to the
actual functional system requirements.
�[0046] The audio reproduction system may be an audio amplifier (20), including a digital signal processor, for controlling
and driving the loudspeaker channels (22), and to provide a signal (21) that’s amplified and filtered and delayed accord-
ingly.
�[0047] Input from sensor means (23) determines the mode and functional operation of the control system and may
be of a different nature e.g. but not limited to: simple switch, accelerometer, infrared detection, thermal sensing etc.�
In the preferred embodiment the sensors primarily detects the position of a user in a room/�space, the position to be
related to the sound field that’s relevant for the one or more users /listeners.�
E.g. in a vehicle the detection of a user’s position is where the individual user is seated. The detection in this system
may be via a simple switch in every seat, or via switches related to the security belts.
�[0048] Additional control signals may be received as user commands (24), e.g. a command to ’enable automatic sound
control’ and a context related information (25), e.g. information about the time of the day and/or the type of music actual
in play. The additional control signal information to be used as input into the digital signal processor to control mode and
functional operation of the sound system.
�[0049] In a preferred embodiment the reconfigure means is imbedded into the controller of the audio sound system.
Thus the audio sound system is the master having the digital signal processor means (20) that initiates, controls and
applies the reconfiguring process. Alternative table definitions may be loaded into the digital signal processor (20) from
external means e.g. a laptop/PC (26).
�[0050] The invention may be applied in relation to automatically adjusting an audio sound system to a maximum level
of quality taking into account the position of individual listeners in dedicated zone of sound fields.
�[0051] The invention includes sound channel configurations to be applied in surround sound systems and traditional
stereophonic system, and to be applied in any domain like a home, in a vehicle, in an airplane in a boat, in an office or
in any other public domain and alike.

Claims

1. A method for dynamic and automatic reconfiguring an audio reproduction system comprising two or more sound
channels where the reconfiguring has the steps:�

• determine the physical position of one or more listeners,
• apply the physical position as information to select a set of predefined or calculated sound parameters, the
set of parameters to include settings for equalization, gain and delay per sound channel and/or per loudspeaker
transducer,
• optionally apply other context related information to select a set of predefined sound parameters,
• optionally apply other user commanded information to select a set of predefined sound parameters, and
• provide the set of parameters per sound channel and/or per loudspeaker transducer accordingly,

and where the reconfiguring method is characterized by a constraint solver, which constraint solver finds one or
more legal combinations among defined legal combinations predefined in a constraint table.

2. A method according to claim 1, where the reconfiguring process validates the position of the one or more users,
and/or functional premises and/or context related premises and/or content related premises as part of the reconfig-
uring of the one or more sound channels that constitutes the configured loudspeaker system, and where the validation
prioritizes the position of the one or more listeners.

3. A method according to any preceding claim where the reconfiguring process provides the settings of the sound
parameters; gain, equalization and delay for one sound channel, to be applied in one sound field zone related to
the physical position of a first group of people including one or more listeners.

4. A method according to claim 3 where the reconfiguring process provides the settings of the sound parameters; gain,
equalization and delay for one sound channel, to be applied in one sound field zone related to the physical position
of one or more other groups of people including one or more listeners.

5. A method according to claim 1, where a listener’s position is detected via sensor means like switches or infrared
detectors or strain gauges or temperature sensitive detectors.
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6. A method according to any preceding claim, where the reconfiguring means is embedded into an audio reproduction
system.

7. A method according to claim 1,characterised in that the constraint table comprises digital data representing the
constraints of the

1) Passenger�(s) position�(s), and related acoustical adjustment, attributes and corresponding variable values,
and/or
2) Passenger�(s) position �(s)" loud speaker channel number, parameter settings (EQ, delay, gain) and/or
3) Functional settings, such as movie,�audio only, loudspeaker channel number, parameter settings (EQ, delay,
gain).

8. A method according to claim 1, characterised in that the constraint table is configured as a multi dimensional state
space, defining relations among variables in either disjunctive form or conjunctive form.

9. A audio system comprising means for carrying out the method according to any of claims 1 to 8, characterised in
that the automatic reconfiguring is applied on an audio reproduction system comprising two or more sound channels,
each channel being active and with individual means for equalization and amplification, the system to constitute an
audio reproduction equipment in a room, in a vehicle, in an airplane, in a boat, in a PA system and alike.
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